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Synopsis of 2021
Experience is Everything
While restrictions have limited travelers over the past two years, data has shown that many
have learned to live with COVID and continued creating experiences through travel.
Restrictions have only encouraged
committed travelers to adapt: through
domestic trips, seeking rural escapes,
or swapping hotels for vacation rentals.
They have also been inspired by and
attracted to destinations open during
the pandemic they might not have
previously considered.
Despite the Omicron challenge in the
fourth quarter, the year ended with
overall search volume flat
quarter-over-quarter compared to Q3
and was up 70% year-over-year.
Expedia’s Traveler Value Index research, showed that 81% are planning a leisure trip in the
next six months, and 1 in 5 plan on taking three or more trips.

Highway 1 Discovery Route Efforts Driving Awareness and Consideration
Overall website traffic increased to the highest level ever in 2021. Total sessions were up
61% over prior year and individual users grew to more than 700,000 vs. 420,000 in the prior
year. Major drivers included improvements in organic, social organic, and paid media.
Organic traffic was up 122% (Users) and 133% (Sessions). Organic Social was up 54%
(Users) or 52% (Sessions). Paid media drove an increase in average session duration by 18
percent and 1+ minute sessions were up 77% on the same investment. Paid media also
generated nearly 15,000 map downloads in 2021. Our overall lead generation efforts have
increased our email database by over 20,000 to more than 80,000 engaged subscribers.
And in Q1 2022, we’ve already seen 60% more traffic than in all of Q1 2021.
In addition to all of the content potential visitors absorbed from the website, public
relations efforts generated additional impact with a total of 81 articles published in 2021,
including 17 in the top 50 most influential travel publications:
●

Forbes: “24 Hours in Cambria, Central California’s Coastal Gems”

●

Sunset: “The Coast with the Most”
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●

RoadTrippers: “A Highway 1 Road Trip Along California’s Central Coast”

●

USA Today/10 Best: “10 Essential Food Experiences to Enjoy Along California’s
Central Coast”

●

Outside: “The 25 Best Fall Trips in the World”

●

Travel + Leisure:
○

“The Best Small Towns for a Fall Getaway”

○

“7 Incredible West Coast Road Trips”

○

“20 Secret Spots Along California’s Pacific Coast Highway”

●

VIA: “Four California Road Trips for Food Lovers”

●

Washington Post: “On CA’s Central Coast, a Low-Key Exploration of Wineries,
Restaurants, Nature”

●

AAA: “Drive the Highway 1 Discovery Route” and “Three Days in San Luis Obispo
County”

●

Afar: “9 Easy Weekend Trips from San Francisco”

●

Parade: “Plan Your Next Road Trip with These 50 Hidden Gems Along Highway 1 in
Central California”

●

Los Angeles Times: “Get Wild this New Year’s Eve: 4 Places to See Animals Along the
Central Coast”

●

Reader’s Digest: “20 Romantic Weekend Getaways for Couples in the U.S.”

Looking Ahead – International Travel Coming Back in 2022
COVID variants have made the future a bit unpredictable, but research shows growing
confidence to travel further afield. In Q4, the share of searches looking for short-term
booking windows decreased, while searches for 31+ days increased. This indicates that
travelers were feeling more confident to travel internationally, and with loosening
international restrictions, starting to dream about or plan trips further out – often to
long-haul or bucket-list destinations. (Source: Expedia Travel Value Index). This trend may
be a trade off for our county, with more Californians traveling abroad vs. to our area,
however, an increase in international travelers to California could very well offset this,
restoring normal visitation patterns.

To Travel Is to Live

It is evident that traveler expectations have changed over the past two years, and we’re
adapting to new ways of traveling. However, research points to an optimism and a
resilience in committed travelers who are more than ready to get back to seeing the world
and creating memorable experiences. Building on this momentum, the year ahead, and the
future of the travel industry, has the potential to build back better than ever.
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Insights from Visit SLO CAL EDI/Visitor Research
●

SLO CAL’s current competitive position is driven by lower familiarity and awareness
of its assets compared to the comp set.

●

Key attributes that are important for motivating travel are also highly rated by
consumers. These include: – Relaxing – Authentic – A good value for the money –
Welcoming.

●

Messaging could be strengthened by communicating that the destination is a fun
place that is friendly and accepting.

●

SLO CAL is known as a place with wide open spaces. Although this attribute was
more important during the pandemic than it was before, it is not an important
factor in destination choice.

●

SLO CAL’s current image is more relaxed, small town and natural.

●

While it is highly rated for its scenic beauty, the competitive destinations all offer
scenic beauty. It is important to reinforce the scenery – having that type of beauty is
the price of entry to even be considered. But it is not enough to differentiate SLO
CAL.

●

SLO CAL visitors are younger, more likely to be married and have children, more
highly educated, and have higher income than either high-potential visitors or
low-potential visitors. Millennials are the largest group of current visitors. They are
35% of the population, and almost 45% of SLO CAL visitors. $163K Avg. Income, 66%
Married, 33% Kids at Home.

●

The activities that motivated the most trips are: Visited a beach; Drove a scenic
highway; Dined in an independent restaurant; Went to a winery/brewery/distillery;
Visited a park or nature area.

Target Audiences
●

31% are Outdoor Families. They travel to bond and recharge. The most motivating
activity for this group is the beach, and they enjoy outdoor pursuits. These upscale
families have children at home and established careers. With an average age of 45.6,
they are active and participate in a wide variety of activities. Outdoor Families are
frequent visitors to SLO CAL.

●

25% Beach & Wine Couples want to spend time together and escape from
everyday stresses. Both the beach and wineries/wine country are strong motivators
for choosing their destination. They are upscale, educated couples who come for a
short trip – 3.2 nights. They participate in a variety of activities on their trip (avg. 5+)
but stay in one or two areas in the county. Popular activities in addition to the beach
and wine are scenic drives, park and nature areas, independent restaurants, and
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historic landmarks. Many of the trips are part of a larger trip that includes areas like
Santa Barbara, Monterey, and Carmel.
●

14% Explorers are motivated by unique experiences. They are more about
connecting with the destination and less about connecting with each other. This
segment is mostly male (71%) and has the highest LGBTQ+ representation (10%).
These travelers love to engage with the destinations they visit. They are well
educated and less likely to have children at home. Not quite as diverse as YOLO,
they have the highest representation of Asian travelers (20%). They are the
second-lowest spenders, a dynamic that is driven by frugal spending on
accommodations and meals. The beach is a top activity for this group, but less so
than the other segments, and they are the most likely to engage in nightlife and
entertainment.

●

14% YOLOs (You only live once) are motivated by excitement, thrills and living life to
the fullest. They are the youngest segment with an average age of 43. They are
highly educated and high earners, but they have the lowest household income of
the segments – a function of their age. They have diverse interests and are willing to
try a wide variety of activities. YOLOs are motivated by the beach, driving the scenic
highway, nature, historic sites/landmarks, and wineries. They are the most likely to
camp at the beach, visit an art gallery or museum, and watch a space launch.
Perhaps less food-centric, they report the lowest level of dining in independent
restaurants and the highest use of chain restaurants. They are also the second
highest overall spenders, despite a relatively small party size. Their spending is
concentrated on meals, shopping and entertainment rather than lodging.

Key Takeaways for Highway 1
●

Continuing to drive awareness of Highway 1 (in SLO CAL) helps drive overall county
awareness as Highway 1 has high awareness levels (from past research).

●

May want to look at slightly pivoting messaging focused more on key attributes
important to motivating travel. Relaxing – Authentic – A good value for the money –
Welcoming.

●

Scenic beauty is expected, so we need to clearly communicate more
differentiators/uniqueness.

●

Continue to focus on the activities that motivated the most trips: Visited a beach;
Drove a scenic highway; Dined in an independent restaurant; Went to a
winery/brewery/distillery; Visited a park or nature area.
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TOT Tracking & BID Assessment Growth
TOT Totals*

BID Assessment
Collections

Source: County Tax
Collector

Source: County
Reconciliation Reports

2009 | 2010

$5,452,645

$1,208,756

2010 | 2011

$5,733,837

$1,270,149

2011 | 2012

$6,364,986

$1,377,971

2012 | 2013

$6,794,324

$1,460,965

2013 | 2014

$7,439,334

$1,648,058

2014 | 2015

$8,117,718

$1,798,886

2015 | 2016

$8,529,754

$1,860,859

2016 | 2017

$8,568,487

$1,920,749

2017 | 2018

$8,450,318

$1,866,268

2018 | 2019

$9,089,314

$2,187,618

2019 | 2020

$7,539,423

$1,510,873

2020 | 2021

$10,127,945

$1,589,826

Y/Y Growth

+34.3%

+5.2%

Growth since inception

+85.7%

+31.5%

*County TOT totals are updated in arrears. Data provided reflects most recent reports received from the County.

CBID Collected 2009-2021: $30,118,634
We held our own during COVID and continue to see signs for a strong rebound. Good news
- as we look ahead to 2022 and beyond, we are exceeding 2019 figures. As international
travel opens up we will see more global visitors along Highway 1.Gas prices and inflation
will likely keep California’s traveling within the state on vacation.
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Marketing Plan 2021 | 2022
Executive Summary
When the pandemic hit in spring of 2020, destination marketers were left grappling with
how best to navigate and adapt amidst a constantly changing landscape.
The pandemic greatly affected budgets and resources, which forced most to do more with
less. The majority were forced to shift strategies, cut budgets dramatically, and scale back
efforts. The CBID took a different approach, utilizing carry over funds saved for just such a
challenge, and launched the aptly-named Phoenix plan in June to raise awareness of the
county’s wide open spaces to position the area for success once travel reopened.
The results were powerful. In the first six months of the fiscal year, the website had as
many qualified visits as the entire twelve months prior as people were actively searching
for inspiration and planning for future travel.
In the last year, website users were up 90 percent, 23 pieces of new content have been
added to the site, a lead generation effort has been launched, and the average search
position for the website is up 22 percent with a majority of the authority pages in the top
five positions. The paid media campaign, with a message focused on wide open spaces,
achieved 32 percent more clicks at a lower cost, equaling a cost per engagement five times
lower than the year before. At a time when people were hesitating to travel, our efforts to
inspire and engage set us up for future success as road trips and rejuvenation travel are
slated to be a focus for 2021 and beyond.
As we forge ahead, we are staying on strategy, while continuing to be flexible moving
forward given ongoing uncertainty. There are four main things reinforced this year that
were key to our success:
Keep Following the Data
Data is always the foundation of our marketing. This becomes even more critical during
times of adversity and uncertainty. We focused our efforts on the channels and messages
that have proven to engage. It helped us make more informed decisions and kept us top of
mind with consumers for future travel consideration.
Continue to Embrace Digital Platforms
We were able to plan our efforts in a way to pause without penalty in order to remain agile
and adjust given the changing landscape. We placed an importance on authentically
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connecting with visitors sharing inspirational photography and other assets, regardless of
the channel or format.
Leading Better Together
Starting last spring the CBID increased engagement with all 10 unincorporated areas (LFAs)
to continue to collaborate, share information and provide support. These strategic
relationships have grown, and the integration has proved to be an effective way to
strengthen the efforts of all of our communities.
Continue to Engage and Inspire Travelers
The good news is that while travel may have stopped for a time, dreaming of travel
remained strong and consumer intent is still there. Since last April, the percentage of
people dreaming about their next trip has increased and our consistency in messaging
allowed us to stay in front of consumers for future consideration.
As we continue through this recovery phase and see demand increase, we anticipate we
will have a competitive advantage over those who sat out and lost share of voice during this
very important period. Over the next fiscal year our efforts will be focused on continued
optimization/refinement of our very successful strategies and tactics, as well as continuing
to grow and test new ideas in keeping with our imperatives and initiatives.

Future Trends
The state of travel is rapidly evolving, and we continue to see different levels of recovery
and engagement across different regions. COVID-19 has impacted everything from traveler
confidence to the factors influencing their choice of destination, accommodation, and
transportation.
As people look to restore their lives beyond COVID-19, they are looking for travel that offers
a change in weather or scenery, provides an opportunity to see family and friends, or
allows them to celebrate events and milestones after a year during which so little
celebrating could happen. Expedia terms this Rejuvenation Travel – and it is a trend we
expect to see more of in the coming year.
So inspiring those who are still dreaming and engaging - as well as those who are ready to
travel - with content highlighting outdoor and seasonal experiences such as hiking, relaxing
on the beach or sightseeing will continue to be important. It will also be important to
continue to share reassuring content, such as messaging and imagery demonstrating social
distancing and less crowded areas to visit.
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As we re-imagine the future of travel, the following five trends are expected to lead the way
through recovery and beyond.
Demand Evolution
Traveler preferences have shifted toward the familiar, predictable, and trusted. Domestic
and regional vacations and the outdoors will reign in the short-term.
●

Domestic travel preferred: 71% say their next leisure trip is likely to be domestic,
with 47% of Americans considering in-state road trips as their next holiday. Source:
World Travel & Tourism Council

●

Off the grid experiences: 40% of US travelers are re-thinking destinations, often in
favor of beaches & small towns/rural areas. Source: Oliver Wyman Traveler
COVID-19 Survey, Destination Analysts

●

Authentic and immersive experiences: Travel will likely be kickstarted by the less risk
averse travelers and early adopters – expected to range from young adventure
travelers to those already vaccinated. Not only are these types of travelers more
intrepid, but these niche verticals are usually about immersion in nature, staying
active and visiting remote communities.

●

Togethering: Young families, with parents aged 25-40, have also shown a propensity
to travel in the near future. This family trend, coined “togethering” was witnessed
after 9/11 and the 2008 financial crisis, which some have ascribed to a desire to take
advantage of any time together.

●

The New Luxury: The idea of luxury will change, it will not be so much about bottles
of champagne and silk sheets, but rather about adventure tourism with comfortable
nights, delicious food and good wine. People want, more than ever, to experience
something new and real.

Wellness – Betterment Boom
Health and safety are paramount in this new era. Personal experiences, advice from
experts, and concerns for distancing will guide consumer behavior in the short- to
mid-term. Even before a global public health crisis, people were stressed about anything
from always-on social to facing traffic jams on their way to work. It’s hardly surprising
therefore that any destination that can help improve people’s mental wellbeing will be
welcomed with open arms.
Innovation & Digitization
Amid stay-at-home orders, digital adoption and consumption are on the rise. And people
are consuming content at a rate unlike any time before.
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Sustainability
The world has been re-invigorated to tackle social, environmental, and institutional
sustainability. In particular, heightened public awareness of the environment and wildlife
has boosted advocacy for wildlife protection as well as ocean preservation.
Virtually Grounded
Reimagine gatherings for today’s mixed reality. For those who don’t feel comfortable
traveling, virtual events can help a destination expand their reach and tap into new
audiences.
Looking forward to 2022
In March 2021, the board decided to continue with the direction from the overall CBID
Strategic Plan through 2022 which informs the marketing strategy for the organization. The
direction - to stay on course and continue to refine – will be our starting point as we enter
the new year. However, we want to always be future looking and flexible should there be a
new challenge or opportunity on the horizon. When considering the biggest opportunities
for our BID Bunch team in 2022 it is further integration of resources. Some tactical
examples:
●

Public Relations integration with Paid Media: Utilize our top 50 media outlets as paid
media outlets as well. For instance, Reader’s Digest published an article
recommending Highway 1 Discovery Route as a best place to travel. We have tested
that message on social media with success, but this type of “Better Housekeeping
Seal of Approval” message could be used on Reader’s Digest.com.

●

Paid Media Integration with Email: Utilize paid media as a part of a greater effort to
generate email addresses. We’ve tested paid media to generate interest in our
coastal hiking map. In 2021-22, we will put more into this effort as a way to prepare
for a cookieless environment. (More about this in our paid media section.)

●

Integrate Paid Search to Content in Paid/Social Messaging: Research told us that
searches for beaches were increasing substantially in the spring, so the team
produced a video series around beaches that could be shared on social and paid
media.

●

Email integration with Social Media: Utilize our email database to grow our social
channels.

●

Multi-Channel Content Integration: Utilizing our content calendar to flow our key
messages through all of our efforts drives an increased frequency of message and
awareness overall.
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Marketing Imperatives & Initiatives
➢ Evolve Marketing Leadership with LFAs
○

Provide marketing bridge opportunities

○

Support LFAs through educational and technical assistance opportunities

➢ Pursue Excellence and Efficiency of Owned Media
○

Refine and leverage the CBID database

○

Align on web strategy

○

Develop and execute social strategies

➢ Increase Consideration to Visit Highway 1 and our Ten Communities and Assets
○

Partner with Visit SLO Cal to drive awareness

○ Pursue partnerships that drive awareness to our unincorporated
communities
○ Develop effective and targeted content

Marketing Strategies and Tactics Overview
PUBLIC RELATIONS
The media landscape has changed considerably in the last year with many publications
folding. And despite the pandemic, more than 60 print mags launched in 2020. The media
are anxious to travel again, preferring individual press trips or freelance friend pods.”
Desk-sides and increased media missions will be a focus for the next fiscal year and will
include the Outdoor Writers Association and Travel Classics.
We will continue the strong collaboration and outreach with Visit California, SLO CAL PR
Task Force, other area DMOs, including Pismo Beach and Morro Bay, as well as neighboring
DMO’s (Santa Barbara, Santa Maria Valley, and Monterey) to pitch the LA/SF Central Coast
road trip.
Editorial themes trending that align with our destination attributes include:
●

Travel with Impact: As travel picks back up, people will be more conscious about
how they travel

●

Wellness Staycations: People are eager to de-stress and indulge in some self-care

●

Nature: Those traveling in 2022 are seeking open spaces where they can explore
nature and partake in wildlife activities, where social distancing is built in

●

“Slow” travel and immersive experiences

●

Road trip-themed coverage
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PAID MEDIA
Over the past year, paid media drove 62 percent of all new users to the website. And with a
focus on engagement as a KPI, we drove our best overall efficiencies to date with the
lowest ever cost per new user and lowest cost per user on the site for more than 1 minute.
In the new fiscal year we plan to continue and expand the tactics that contributed most to
this. For example:
●

We promoted a downloadable map in an effort to grow our database with quality,
highly engaged users. This effort was highly successful and we are going to grow this
program. The timing of this effort aligns well now that email hashing/encryption
matching will be key.

●

Google continues to drive some of our highest quality users and we are launching
an opportunity for LFAs to cooperatively fund SEM budgets to increase Share of
Voice.

●

We tested Google Discovery Ads and have increasingly expanded that
footprint/budget.

●

Continued content efforts through SFGate saw some of the highest engagement
we’ve seen and solidifies our 2022 emphasis on giving 1/3 of our KPI impact to
engagement and we are launching an opportunity for the LFAs to add custom
content, along with matching fund programs, to further strengthen our presence.

●

We tested a paid social advertising program with Cayucos and Cambria. Given our
success, we plan to expand cooperative paid social media advertising.

In the next year, there will be a move toward a cookie-less world. The way advertisers have
been using cookies to track their customers behavior online will no longer be viable.
Instead, first party data will become more important. As one way to get ahead of this, we
are working to expand our first party data by expanding our email database and uploading
our lists to platforms.

SOCIAL MEDIA
In the next fiscal year, we will continue to ensure that the H1DR brand/assets are visually
present on our prevailing social platforms, but we will also be adding Pinterest Stories,
expanding our presence on Instagram through Reels and IG TV, enhancing our hashtag
development, and renewing our CrowdRiff program.
Help inspire travelers to take that trip they’ve been craving:
Most engaged organic posts become ads. As we track our most engaged posts and
videos on social, we will continue to turn them into paid advertising.
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Instagram Guides. A new feature gives users an easier way to share and consume helpful
recommendations and tips in an easy-to-digest format. We will be focused primarily on the
“places” features offering tips on where to experience the best of our stretch of Highway 1.
Make an Escape. Highlight remote, small towns great for avoiding crowds, recharging, and
finding peace and solitude. We will promote this as a getaway focused on wellness,
hospitality, and rugged adventure.
Instagram Reels. Short 15-second Instagram Videos set to catchy music very similar to Tik
Toks. Reels on the “Explore” page showcase the best of trending culture on Instagram.
Virtual Travel Guide. Design your itinerary for spontaneous pull-overs, spectacular
sunsets and lots of family fun— discover why California’s Highway 1 is the ultimate road
trip destination.
Utilize Pinterest. Utilize this channel more as a visual search engine during vacation
planning with helpful guides, beautiful scenery and itineraries.
Develop Instagram Stories and Highlights. Static grid posts are becoming less and less
popular as users spend more time looking at stories. It is important now to continue to
build our Instagram Story Highlights section with new photography (both owned and UGC)
and video assets – focusing on themes such as Beaches, Hiking, Open Spaces, and Solo
Travel.
CrowdRiff. Continue to source UGC with the use of CrowdRiff for social media postings,
website galleries, advanced rights images, and support galleries for LFAs when needed.
CrowdRiff will help us influence visitors by delivering them fresh inspiring content, native
and authentic stories directly to their newsfeeds.

Search Engine Optimization
We have continued to evolve the content plan to garner page 1 rankings on Google. With
dozens of authority pages created and ranking, the effort to expand our content continues
to include other places in the county, i.e. Morro Bay and Pismo Beach, that live along
Highway 1 but aren’t in our assessment area as a way to be a more complete resource and
garner additional visitors. We are also increasing our website content regarding our
individual lodging and restaurant partners and adding a new level of detail to some of our
passage ranking pages like FAQ.
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Website
Always a work in progress, we will continue building pages, update to match new fonts, and
adapt to a cookieless environment. Our overall roadmap focuses on improving user
engagement across the site. We will design and execute new templates for the Dining and
Stay pages, as well as build enhancements for the Destination page and the Stewardship
Travel for Good page.

Email
As we move into further refining our email efforts, there will be a focus on more fully
integrating themes and key messages within emails to weave a thread of content
consistency across all platforms (email, social, blogs, paid ads) along with a utilization of
assets including video and user generated content to improve engagement. Also planned
is a new lead gen piece focused on beaches as that is the most popular content viewed.

Content
To drive organic rankings and increased time on site we will be expanding the number of
new authority pages each month, each piece based on SEO guidelines around Flesch score,
keywords and cross-linking. We will expand our content for all areas along Highway 1 in
San Luis Obispo County to become a more complete resource for travelers with the intent
to organically rank for places like Morro Bay, San Luis Obispo, and Pismo Beach.
Continuing to support key messages, we will further integrate our content calendar into all
of our efforts driving written, video and photography needs. A specific effort to increase
our EAT/PLAY visual content will be a focus, as will IG Reels formatting.

Travel for Good
Our Stewardship Travel for Good (STFG) strategy and messaging connects to our visitors’
need for authenticity along with the importance of caring – not only for themselves, but
also the destinations they visit. It will be more important than ever to integrate that into
our overall programming as travelers look to make a deeper connection.
Key Focus Areas:
●

Continue to leverage the STFG Highway 1 Coastal Discovery Trail Map

●

Create compelling and customized itineraries featuring Travel for Good activities

●

Research and create “Back to Nature” tours on the Central Coast - a curated list of
tours that bring our visitors back to nature

●

Continue to broadcast “Stewardship Travel for Good” messaging - Follow the "good"
along 100 miles of California's Central Coast by exploring the award-winning
14
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Highway 1 Discovery Route’s "Stewardship Travel for Good" menu of over 50 special
attractions, voluntourism, and caring activities at world class beaches, bays, parks,
and wildlife preserves.

LFA Imperative Programs
●

Continue and expand the successful components of the CBID media plan, including
paid search and Google Discovery ads.

●

Continue support of asset curation through CrowdRiff UGC platform and production
of area photos and videos

●

New this year: Co-funding opportunities at varying tiers for the LFAs designed to
drive high time on site and engagement by leveraging CBID’s proven tactics and
pricing. These efforts include:
○

Search Engine Marketing: Continue the current monthly investment which
consistently delivers strong, relevant web traffic by significantly increasing
both Google Search impressions and by delivering thousands of Discovery
Ads per month across Google’s ecosystem. Each LFA can add $500 or more
each month to their individual programs to purchase a higher share of voice
in search and/or an expansion of Discovery Ads delivered each month.

○

LFA Paid Social Campaign Matching Funds: Utilize both CBID budgets and
LFA budgets to place LFA-specific paid social media campaigns. This strategy
grows off the successful Cambria/Cayucos test program with the creative
focusing on the specific LFA with traffic driven back to their respective
website/web pages. The CBID will create a matching fund of $25,000 total to
place paid social and retargeting efforts for the LFAs. The LFAs would then
need to determine what level of spend they would like to utilize. Minimum
spend for each LFA: $2500 (to be matched for a total of $5000).

○

SFGate Story Studio Hub: The CBID would utilize the existing hub on SFGate
to create content. The cooperative effort would allow LFAs to publish
additional content and amplify the message.

Visit SLO CAL Partnership
Visit SLO CAL is working toward a “House of Brands” strategy and the CBID’s BID Bunch will
be in close contact to maximize effectiveness of this effort. Much remains to be finalized,
but it could alter the creative assets H1DR uses; it may allow us to work more closely on
cooperative paid media in collaboration with Visit California; and it may alter the quality
and quantity of Highway 1 community content on their website. Some additional programs
we will be looking to align with Visit SLO CAL:
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●

Street View co-op with Miles Media/Google My Destination program

●

Events & Festival Strategy as it relates to the LFAs

●

Evolve to a ‘true’ media partnership – share plans and results

●

Amplify message - work with SLO CAL to help spread the good works around
tourism both locally and regionally

Reporting
We will continue to report BID Bunch key accomplishments monthly to measure and
ensure continuous improvement.
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Marketing Progress: Mid-Year Report (data for July - Dec 2021)
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Stewardship Traveler for Good Program
The Highway 1 Discovery Route’s Stewardship Travel for Good
Program (STFG) was successfully launched in 2013. It continues
to maintain promoting over 40 activities with 36 community
partners (28 local non-profits, 8 businesses). The program is a
key differentiating strategy that provides a unique platform to
attract and retain visitors, and at the same time benefits our
natural surroundings, historic assets, economy, and local
communities.
For 2021-23 the strategy speaks effectively to trust and
authenticity in marketing along with the trending visitor values
of caring for the self (deep relaxation and experiential travel),
the destinations they visit (expansive environments and
small-town culture), connecting and bonding to each other
well through caring experiences (romantic, family) connecting
and learning from “expert” locals (educational and
stewardship tours and experiences with donation options that
help serve the visitor’s values of wanting to contribute to
preservation).
The program inspires visitors and residents alike to deepen
their SLO County experiences, learn more about their
surroundings, and to help care for the region’s natural and
cultural heritage. The Stewardship Travel for Good brand
increases awareness while positioning the Highway 1
Discovery Route as a leader in tourism sustainability. Current
and growing travel trends in hands-on eco-tourism,
sustainable, green, volunteer, and geo-tourism provide
additional support for the pursuit of this marketing strategy:
●

Booking.com’s Sustainability Travel Report found 72%
of travelers believe that people need to act now and
make sustainable travel choices to save the planet for
future generations.

●

66% of people globally believe it is no longer enough for
a company/brand to simply give money to a good
cause; they need to integrate causes into their day-to-day business.
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●

National Geographic’s 2020 Travel Trends says it’s less about where you are
traveling and more about how you can travel better:
○

“We asked more than a dozen industry experts what travel will look like in
2020, and the overwhelming consensus is that this year—more than ever
before— travelers will prioritize their journeys’ impacts: on the planet, on
destinations and local communities, and on themselves,” Jessica Flint,
National Geographic’s 2020 Travel Trends.

●

2022 Kind Traveler Global Impact Tourism Report highlights:
○

Guests are becoming more inquisitive about sustainable operations and
partnerships hotels have in place and are asking for transparency in
sustainability efforts

○

Hotels are measuring the impact initiatives that are putting in place

○

Local businesses find it more important than ever to support local charities
and nonprofits

○

“91% of charities have reported devastating negative ecumenic losses due to
the COVID-19 pandemic” CAF America Report

We are excited to continue to market and integrate the Wildlife Viewing & Stewardship
Travel Tips, The History & Heritage Trail, the Coastal Discovery Trail, and the NEW Regional
Itineraries. These have proved to be great tools that have been shared both printed and
digitally with visitors through our 500 lodging properties and partners.

Program Benefits
STFG attracts and engages an emerging, high profile visitor, alongside locals, who will help
care for the region.
●

The Stewardship Travel for Good marketing strategy continues to position CBID on
the breaking wave of evolving travel trends to attract visitors and the media

●

Continues to be an effective differentiation strategy from Monterey and Santa
Barbara

●

The menu of hands-on and contribution opportunities helps differentiate the
Highway 1 Discovery Route brand and unincorporated SLO County from other
popular travel destination choices

●

Delivers cost-effective media attention and high value content for all social media
and online tactics

●

Builds off-season and extended stay opportunities throughout the 10 regions

●

Effectively provides one path towards long-term, countywide economic and
resource sustainability
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●

Continue to evolve the stewardship messaging to honor and attract the values of
our visitor. The post COVID STFG messaging has a strong focus on activities that can
be done solo or with family while still having the ability to help conserve and protect
our region

●

Supports dozens of local non-profits in SLO County

Examples of High Value Stewardship Travel Activities
The activities ensure opportunities for learning, authentic connection, natural and cultural
heritage, and public participation in clean-ups and restoration activities such as: dive,
beach, stream, lake, trail, meadow, campground, and parks. STFG provides the visitor
information on how and where to financially contribute to “make a difference” in the area
that the visitor just enjoyed and connected with; it allows them to have fun while doing
something good!
Activity examples include:
●

Central Coast State Parks Mind walks offers lectures on topics of interest that
include cultural, history, natural history, and current issues; during COVID they
continued to offer virtual experiences for learning

●

Montaña de Oro State Park Trail Restoration Days draws over 150 enthusiastic
participants annually

●

Avila Beach and Cambria’s Stewardship Clean-up Kit and Appreciation Tote

●

Marley Family Seaweed: offers educational Seaweed Foraging Tours in Cayucos

2021-2022 Top Focus
●

Continue to market & integrate the Hwy 1 Discovery Route’s Coastal Discovery Trail
and leverage new printed maps that were distributed to all lodging properties and
partners.

●

Create comprehensive Stewardship Travel for Good Itineraries that are customized
and newsworthy for each individual region that fit into the overall CBID approach for
2021-2022.

●

Continue to look for different ways to “repackage” and leverage all our STFG
research and inventory to date.

●

Continue to assist and work with Bid Bunch contractors to understand better and
leverage the STFG strategic/communication approach to connect with visitors/media
with a heavy emphasis on using STFG for PR outreach.

●

Continue to evolve the successful Season of Coastal Discovery as an off-season 6
week-long event that provides more connection, learning, meaningful experiences,
and caring while on vacation.
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●

Continue to promote successful messaging/content/approaches such as Wildlife
Viewing and Stewardship Travel Tips, Guide to Stewardship Travel for Good
Activities, History and Heritage Trail, Coastal Discovery Trail, and The Whale Trail.

●

Focus on creating a higher SEO impact by integrating STFG messaging within our
website.
○

During & Post COVID-19 Stewardship Travel for Good Key messaging:
Seasoned travelers know there’s more to great travel than sightseeing!
Follow the "good" along 100 miles of California's central coast by exploring
the award-winning Highway 1 Discovery Route’s "Stewardship Travel for
Good" menu of over 40 special attractions, voluntourism, and caring activities
at world class beaches, bays, parks, and wildlife preserves. Experience
wide-open spaces and social distancing at its best!

Program Focus Areas and Updates Developed for 2021-22
The CBID has identified and refined the Stewardship Traveler for Good strategic marketing
approach into 3 prioritized and distinct times of year, focusing on “shoulder seasons”:
●

Season of Coastal Discovery (Coastal Discovery Celebration) – January/February

●

Continue to market our existing STFG materials; Stewardship Travel for Good
Itineraries, the Coastal Discovery Trail, History & Heritage & Wildlife Viewing &
Stewardship Travel Tips

●

California Coastal Clean Up – September

2021-22 program focus/goals included:
●

Maintain the ongoing stability of STFG activities and assets

●

Continue to maintain strong STFG marketing and PR efforts

●

Continue to deepen and integrate STFG in all 10 regions

●

Create more in-county awareness, education and promotion of STFG

●

Manage and support our strategic marketing partners effectively
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Marketing Strategy 2019 - 2022
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Strategic Direction 2017 | 18 - 2022 | 23
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Organizational Chart
The CBID is comprised of a 7-member board of lodging owners from throughout the unincorporated area. The CAO reports to the
Advisory Board and manages strategic direction with the 17-member BID Bunch contracted marketing team as well as the 2-member
contracted support team. In addition there are seven (7) local fund area (LFA) boards with a total of 28 volunteer board members. These
LFA boards utilize 4 contracted administrators plus 5 marketing firms.
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Local Fund Recap
The ordinance allows for 1% of the 2% BID Assessment to be attributed directly to the Local
Fund Area (LFA) that generated the funding.
2021 Total LFA Application Funding: $1,471,673
2021 LFA Application Total: 31
Total funding since inception: $9,346,233
Total projects since inception: 578
Avila Beach – Avila Beach Tourism Alliance (ABTA)
Board Meeting: 2nd Wednesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board
Admin: Stephanie Rowe
Marketing Partner: TJA Advertising VisitAvilaBeach.com
Tactics: Website, digital ads, social media, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $242,683*
2021 Projects: 2 | $410,000
Total Projects: 85
Cambria - Cambria Tourism Board (CTB)
Board Meeting: 2nd Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 5-member board; 3 committees
(marketing, events/outreach & governance)
Admin: Jill Jackson
Marketing Partner: Archer & Hound VisitCambriaCA.com
Tactics: Website, digital ads, social media, blogs, monthly newsletter, PR, booking engine,
APP, CycleCentralCoast
Annual Collections: $472,994*
2021 Projects: 9 | $710,090
Total Projects: 179
Cayucos – Visitor Alliance of Cayucos (VAC)
Board Meeting: 2nd Monday every other month
Board Composition: 4-member board
Admin: Danielle Dubow
Marketing Partner: Danna Coy (social media) and Shadetree
Marketing
Tactics: Photography, social media, newsletter and paid social ads
Annual Collections: $178,225*
2021 Projects: 5 | $103,317
Total Projects: 79
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Los Osos|Baywood Park|Unincorp. Morro Bay – Visit Los Osos Baywood (VLOB)
Board Meeting: 4th Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board with 1 committee (mktg)
Admin: Danielle Dubow
Marketing Partner: Shadetree Marketing
Tactics: Website, digital ads, social media, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $36,452*
2021 Projects: 5 | $67,028
Total Projects: 45
Oceano|Nipomo – Visit Oceano Nipomo (ONTB)
Board Meeting: Every other month
Board Composition: 4-member board
Admin: Stephanie Rowe
Marketing Partner: TJA Advertising VisitOceanoNipomo.com
Tactics: Digital ads, social media, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: $84,094*
2021 Projects: 3 | $113,833
Total Projects: 41
Unincorporated San Luis Obispo & Arroyo Grande – SLO Wine
Lodging (EV/AGV)
Board Meeting: Every other month
Board Composition: 6-member board with 1 committee (mktg)
Admin: Landy Fike
Marketing Partner: Big Red Marketing
Tactics: Digital ads (FB), social media, quarterly newsletter
Annual Collections: 51,678*
2021 Projects: 3 | $49,200
Total Projects: 38
San Simeon|Ragged Point – San Simeon Tourism Alliance (SSTA)
Board Meeting: 3rd Tuesday of each month
Board Composition: 3-member board
Admin: Support staff through Chamber office
Marketing Partner: Solterra Strategies VisitSanSimeonCA.com
Tactics: Website, digital ads, social media, blogs, monthly
newsletter, PR
Annual Collections: $165,034*
2021 Projects: 4 | $18,195
Total Projects: 111
*Annual Collections are from the 2020|2021 fiscal year and reflect 1% of the 2% BID
assessment collection.
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Local Fund Area (LFA) Imperative Programs
Initiatives from the overall strategic plan identified the need to reduce duplicative efforts
with the LFAs and to collaborate more closely to drive efficiencies. The LFA program for
2021 grew out of strategies and tactics tested in 2020 and included the following:
●

Developed robust local content pages on website for each of the LFAs including:
○

Hiking, biking, sea life & tidepools, state parks, fishing, surfing, shopping, best
places to eat, best parks, spa & wellness, arts & culture.

○

Our content writers spend approximately 60% of their time on this effort. We
invest $48,350 a year in content curation; investment of almost $30,000.

●

Provided funds for individual LFA paid search efforts and Google Discovery ads
○

CBID Investment: We spend almost $8,000 per month of our overall $15,500
SEM spend on LFA specific keywords.

●

Paid media co-funding opportunities at varying tiers for the LFAs, including
expanding both Google Search impressions and Discovery Ads; providing matching
funds for an LFA Paid Media campaign; and negotiated special pricing for SF Gate
Story Studio content creation and distribution.

●

○

$25,000 in matching funds

○

$47,000 in LFA investment

Supported asset curation through CrowdRiff UGC platform
○

●

$25,000/year

Produced hundreds of photos and videos for use by LFAs, including lodging photos
○

Annually produce close to 60 videos and currently have over 8,000 photos
available for use by LFAs and tourism partners

○

CBID Investment: $80,000/year

●

Campaign tool kits for each LFA to use in efforts to support the overall messaging

●

Point of interest maps provided that are now used to build LFA databases through
lead generation efforts

●

Expanded Google Business Profiles (formerly Google My Business) to include each of
the local fund areas. This has allowed them to be listed as "businesses" that show
up in Google search results, with photos, website links, reviews, and Q&As.
Additionally, the Local Guide account has focused on sharing visual assets (5,000+)
with Google to bring value to constituents. Google Map Lists are also being created
in conjunction with digital maps to provide an enhanced visitor experience.

●

Coordinate monthly All-Agency calls to collaborate and share information

Almost $200,000 invested annually by the CBID to support collaborative, value-driven
LFA programs.
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Local Fund Area (LFA) Financials 2021 | 2022 (as of March 2022)
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General Fund Budget 2021 | 2022 (as of March 2022)
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Balance Sheet 2021 | 2022 (as of March 2022)
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Reconciliation Report 2021 | 2022 (as of March 2022)
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2022 | 2023 Projected Budget
Net income and projected carryforward to 2022|2023
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APPENDIX
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Insights from Visit SLO CAL EDI/Visitor Research











SLO Cal’s current competitive position is driven by lower familiarity and awareness of its assets
compared to the comp set.
Key attributes that are important for motivating travel are also highly rated by consumers. These
include: – Relaxing – Authentic – A good value for the money – Welcoming
Messaging could be strengthened by communicating that the destination is a fun place that is
friendly and accepting.
SLO CAL is known as a place with wide open spaces. Although this attribute was more important
during the pandemic than it was before, it is not an important factor in destination choice
SLO CAL’s current image is more relaxed, small town and natural.
While it is highly rated for its scenic beauty, the competitive destinations all offer scenic beauty.
It is important to reinforce the scenery – having that type of beauty is the price of entry to even
be considered. But it is not enough to differentiate SLO CAL.
SLO CAL visitors are younger, more likely to be married and have children, more highly educated
and have higher income than either high-potential visitors or low-potential visitors. Millennials
are the largest group of current visitors. They are 35% of the population, and almost 45% of SLO
CAL visitors. $163K Avg. Income 66% Married 33% Kids at Home
The activities that motivated the most trips are: – Visited a beach – Drove a scenic highway –
Dined in an independent restaurant – Went to a winery/brewery/distiller – Visited a park or
nature area

Target audiences (Ranked by current size)








31% are Outdoor Families. They travel to bond and recharge. The most motivating activity for
this group is the beach, and they enjoy outdoor pursuits. These upscale families have children at
home and established careers. With an average age of 45.6, they are are active and participate
in a wide variety of activities. Outdoor Families are frequent visitors to SLO CAL.
25% Beach & Wine Couples want to spend time together and escape from everyday stresses.
Both the beach and wineries/wine country are strong motivators for choosing their destination.
They are upscale, educated couples who come for a short trip – 3.2 nights. They participate in a
variety of activities on their trip (avg. 5+) but stay in one or two areas in the county. Popular
activities in addition to the beach and wine are scenic drives, park and nature areas,
independent restaurants, and historic landmarks. Many of the trips are part of a larger trip that
includes areas like Santa Barbara, Monterey and Carmel.
14% Explorers are motivated by unique experiences. They are more about connecting with the
destination and less about connecting with each other. This segment is mostly male (71%) and
has the highest LGBTQ+ representation (10%). These travelers love to engage with the
destinations they visit. They are well educated and less likely to have children at home. Not
quite as diverse at YOLO, they have the highest representation of Asian travelers (20%). They are
the second-lowest spenders, a dynamic that is driven by frugal spending on accommodations
and meals. The beach is a top activity for this group, but less so than the other segments, and
they are the most likely to engage in nightlife and entertainment.
14% YOLOs (You only live once) are motivated by excitement, thrills and living life to the fullest.
They are the youngest segment with an average age of 43. They are highly educated and high
earners, but they have the lowest household income of the segments – a function of their age.

They have diverse interests and are willing to try a wide variety of activities. YOLOs are
motivated by the beach, driving the scenic highway, nature, historic sites/landmarks, and
wineries. They are the most likely to camp at the beach, visit an art gallery or museum, and
watch a space launch. Perhaps less food-centric, they report the lowest level of dining in
independent restaurants and the highest use of chain restaurants. They are also the second
highest overall spenders, despite a relatively small party size. Their spending is concentrated on
meals, shopping and entertainment rather than lodging.
Key Takeaways for Highway 1








Continuing to drive awareness of Highway 1 (in SLO CAL) helps drive overall county awareness
as Highway 1 has high awareness levels (from past research). Lends to a conversation about
“Highway 1 Discovery Route” which we have started minimized using, instead focusing only on
Highway 1.
May want to look at slightly pivoting messaging focused more on key attributes important to
motivating travel. Relaxing – Authentic – A good value for the money – Welcoming
o Particularly “A Good Value for the Money,” hasn’t been one of our messages.
Scenic Beauty is expected, so we need to clearly communicate more differentiators/uniqueness.
Are we doing enough to target Outdoor Families?
Focus on the activities that motivated the most trips are: – Visited a beach – Drove a scenic
highway – Dined in an independent restaurant – Went to a winery/brewery/distiller – Visited a
park or nature area

Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Asset Alignment Study
KEY FINDING:

People are multidimensional sharing more similarities than differences,
with some nuances in what makes SLO CAL appealing.
BLACK TRAVELERS

Being Welcoming
is More Important
than Being Diverse
Diverse representation in
marketing is important to
EDI groups; seeing “people
who look like me” is most
important to Black travelers

Low Familiarity but High Appeal
Among EDI Groups
Very/Somewhat Familiar
41% B
42% PD
53% H
54% LGBTQ+
57% A
B > BLACK

H > HISPANIC

Very/Somewhat Appealing
92% B
93% H
95% PD
96% A
98% LGBTQ+
PD > PEOPLE W/ DISABILITIES

HISPANIC TRAVELERS

Top 3 Rated Attributes

Lower Rated Opportunities

Top 3 Rated Attributes

Lower Rated Opportunities

1. Fun
2. Rich history & heritage
3. Amazing scenery

1. Authentic
2. Friendly, accepting place
3. Place to be refreshed

1. Fun
2. Unique vibe
3. Big-time natural beauty

1. Accepting & inclusive
2. Value for the money
3. Easy to get around

ASIAN TRAVELERS

LGBTQ+ TRAVELERS

Top 3 Rated Attributes

Lower Rated Opportunities

Top 3 Rated Attributes

Lower Rated Opportunities

1. Amazing scenery
2. Big-time natural beauty
3. Charming

1. Fun
2. Place with lots to see/do
3. Makes me feel welcome

1. Big-time natural beauty
2. Relaxing
3. Fun

1. Accepting & inclusive
2. Great family place
3. Friendly, accepting place

Lower Familiarity =
Lower Ratings

4.15 3.63
VS.

General Population visitors
rate SLO CAL attributes higher
than EDI groups

A > ASIAN

LGBTQ+

Ideal Trip is Similar Across EDI
Groups with Key Differences
Beaches

Less Interest: A

Entertainment & Shopping
More Interest: B

Hiking

Less Interest: B, PD

Wineries, Breweries & scenic highways

Less Interest than General Population:
B, H, PD, A, LGBTQ+

Future Visitor Profile Study &
Equity, Diversity & Inclusion Asset Alignment Study
September 2021

Methodology
Two Studies Conducted Concurrently
Visitor Profile
Ø Measure post-COVID changes in travel
attitudes and plans
Ø Profile visitor and trip characteristics
Ø Profile potential visitors for familiarity
and likelihood to visit SLO CAL and a
competitive set
Ø Explore the image of SLO CAL in the
context of a competitive set, and
evaluate the importance of these
attributes for motivating travel

Equity, Diversity & Inclusion
Asset Alignment (EDI)
Ø Clarify SLO CAL’s image among
underrepresented travel populations
Ø Compare travel groups with each other
and the “general population”
Ø Establish ideal California trip to identify
gaps in product offerings to inform
tourism development initiatives.
Ø Measure perceptions of safety,
diversity, tolerance and welcoming

Ø Segment visitors and develop personas
2

Sample
18+ years old

+

Leisure travelers

Visitor Profile
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Other California
Phoenix
Seattle
Denver
Dallas
Chicago
Salt Lake City
Las Vegas
Portland

1,608
California

+

Decision-makers

EDI Study
Same Markets
Traveler Group
• Black
• Hispanic
• Asian

1,328
Fly Markets

538
Fly

1,199
514
CA

• LGBTQ+
• People with Disabilities
147
Other
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Familiarity
SLO CAL’s current competitive
position is driven by lower
familiarity and awareness of its
assets compared to the comp set.

77%
Familiar with
SLO CAL

Ø The challenge is to increase awareness,
and visitation will follow.
Familiarity
36%

Sa
n

Pa
lm

Sp

rin
g

Ba
rb
ar
a
Sa
nt
a

Very familiar

59%

47%

52%

39%

ah
oe

33%

Di
eg
o

35%

41%

Sa
n

30%

Fr
an
cis
co

45%

s

50%

49%

Va
lle
y

37%

a/
Na
pa

CA
L
SL
O

Ø The challenge simply is that SLO CAL has
strong competitors, which generally are
more established with the audience.
Increased marketing and education will
address this challenge.

29%

M
on
te
re
y

Ø Visitors and potential visitors share a
similar image of the area; it is just
stronger among visitors.

So
no
m

48%

45%

La
ke
T

Ø There are no major negatives associated
with the destination and no barriers to
visitation.

Somewhat familiar
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Position
SLO CAL’s brand position is on
target.
Ø Key attributes that are important for motivating travel are
also highly rated by consumers. These include:
– Relaxing
– Authentic
– A good value for the money
– Welcoming
Ø SLO CAL’s position would be strengthened by
communicating that the destination is a fun place that is
friendly and accepting.

SLO CAL is known as a place with
wide open spaces.
Although this attribute was more important during the
pandemic than it was before, it is not an important factor in
destination choice.

Image Perceptions
Has amazing scenery
Is relaxing
Is a place with big-time natural beauty

Visitor Visitor
Rating Index
4.45
4.38
4.37

102
103
101

Is charming
Is fun
Makes me feel welcome
Is a friendly, accepting place
Is a place to be refreshed
Is a place with lots to see and do
Is a great family place
Is authentic

4.32
4.29
4.27
4.26
4.24
4.23
4.23
4.23
4.23

100
103
101
103
102
102
100
104
101

A place with open spaces that feels less
crowded
Is rich in history and heritage

4.19
4.14

106
100

Has a small-town feel
Is accepting and inclusive
Is easy to get around
Provides a good value for the money
Is culturally diverse
Offers luxurious experiences
Has entertainment and nightlife
Has big city amenities

4.13
4.12
4.11
3.95
3.90
3.90
3.74
3.59

107
101
103
105
99
96
96
95

Is a place that has its own unique vibe, different
from both Southern California and Northern
California
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Competitive Difference
SLO CAL’s current image
is more relaxed, small
town and natural.

Big City/Adult
San Francisco

Ø While it is highly rated for its scenic beauty,
the competitive destinations all offer scenic
beauty.
Ø It is important to reinforce the scenery –
having that type of beauty is the price of entry
to even be considered. But it is not enough to
differentiate SLO CAL.
Ø Lake Tahoe has the most similar image relaxed, small town and beauty.
– There is opportunity to gain ground as
Tahoe is currently receiving attention for
crowds and traffic.

Big City/Family
San Diego

Small Town/Adult
Sonoma/Napa
Santa Barbara
Monterey

Small Town/Family
SLO CAL
Lake Tahoe

The brand messaging – Because in SLO CAL
Life’s too Beautiful to Rush – captures the
essence of current perceptions.
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Focusing the Message
SLO CAL is well positioned and
has started to create
differentiation.
Ø The destination needs to focus on how to be
more competitive versus the other smalltown destinations, and what messaging will
drive visitation.
Ø Beautiful scenery is not listed – it is expected
within this competitive set. It is critical for
natural beauty to be part of the messaging –
but it is not enough to drive choice.

There is strong potential to attract
more visitors.
Ø Within California 44% of non-visitors
indicated they were interested in visiting, and
among the fly markets 30% expressed
interest.

The attributes most linked to likelihood
to visit SLO CAL are:
— Makes me feel welcome
— Is a place to be refreshed
— Is authentic
— Is charming
— Is a great family place
— Provides a great value
for the money
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Who’s Visiting
SLO CAL visitors are younger, more likely to be married and have children,
more highly educated and have higher income than either high-potential
visitors or low-potential visitors.
Ø Millennials are the largest group of current visitors. They are 35% of the population, and almost
45% of SLO CAL visitors.

47 YEARS OLD
66% Married
$163K Avg. Income

33% Kids at Home
76% College Grad+

76% White | 4% Black | 15% Hispanic | 13% Asian
8

Trips
Trips to SLO CAL often include other
cities along the coast.

3.4 Nights

Ø Finding ways to position SLO CAL as the base camp
for trips exploring along the coast will give
consumers a reason to choose SLO CAL and spend
more time in the county.

2.3 SLO COUNTY
communities visited
78%
spouse/partner

Included as
part of
multidestination
trip, 20%
Included on
the way,
12%

61% of overnight stayed in a hotel

27%
include children
Main
destination,
68%

56%
planned with a month
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What do
visitors do?
The most popular activity is
visiting a beach – 63%.
Ø Other popular activities are dining at an
independent restaurant, driving a scenic
highway, shopping and visiting a park/nature
area.
Ø When the percentage of those who toured
wine country and visited a
winery/brewery/distillery are combined, this
represents 35% of visitors.

The activities that motivated the
most trips are:
–
–
–
–
–

Visited a beach
Drove a scenic highway
Dined in an independent restaurant
Went to a winery/brewery/distiller
Visited a park or nature area

Activity
Participation
Visited a beach
63%
Dined in an independent restaurant
54%
Drove a scenic highway
50%
Shopped
43%
Visited a park or nature area
36%
Hiked
29%
Went to a winery/brewery/distillery
28%
Visited a historic site/historic landmark
24%
Toured wine country
19%
Farmer’s market/Food or farm tour
19%
Live music/Entertainment/Nightlife
13%
Dined at a national brand restaurant
13%
Attended an event or festival
12%
Water sports – swimming, surfing, paddle
12%
boarding
Camped at the beach
11%
Spa/Health and wellness activity
11%
Art gallery/Museum
11%
Aquarium/Zoo/Children’s museum
10%
Biked
9%
Golfed
7%
Boating or water tour
5%
Fished
5%
Other
4%
Watched a space launch
4%
Rock climbing
3%
10

Segmenting Visitors
One of the key goals of the
research was to develop a
system to segment visitors
for more effective target
marketing. Visit California
developed a motivationalbased segmentation system
in 2019, and elements of this
system were incorporated
into the survey. Those
findings were included with
trip specific behavior to
develop SLO CAL specific
segments.

Visitor Segments
OUTDOOR FAMILIES | 31%
BEACH & WINE COUPLES | 25%
VFR (Visit Friends
Relatives) | 15%
EXPLORERS | 14%
YOLO (YOU ONLY
LIVE ONCE) | 14%
11

Outdoor Families
Outdoor Families travel to bond and recharge.
Beach & Wine Couples share this motivation, but these travel parties
include children and/or other family. The most motivating activity for
this group is the beach, and they enjoy outdoor pursuits.

These upscale families have children at home
and established careers.

With an average age of 45.6, they are the second-youngest segment, but
they are less motivated by excitement than their younger child-free
counterparts in the YOLO segment. They are active and participate in a
wide variety of activities.

Outdoor Families are frequent visitors to SLO CAL.
With an average of 5.2 trips in the past 5 years, these visitors are likely
taking an annual trip to SLO CAL. Larger travel parties and longer stays
make this group the highest overall spending segment, with average trip
expenditures of $1,284. They are the largest segment, representing 31%
of trips.

31%
Visited 2.6 areas
Participated in 4.7 activities
Average number of
activities but in more
areas of the county
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Beach & Wine Couples
Beach & Wine Couples want to spend time
together and escape from everyday stresses.
Both the beach and wineries/wine country are strong motivators for
choosing their destination.

They are upscale, educated couples who come
for a short trip – 3.2 nights.

They participate in a variety of activities on their trip (avg. 5+) but stay in
one or two areas in the county. Popular activities in addition to the beach
and wine are scenic drives, park and nature areas, independent
restaurants, and historic landmarks.

Many of the trips are part of a larger trip that
includes areas like Santa Barbara, Monterey
and Carmel.

They are most likely to stay overnight in San Luis Obispo, Cambria or
Pismo Beach & Shell Beach.

25%
Visited 1.8 areas
Participated in 5.3 activities
More activities but in fewer
areas of the county
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Explorers
Explorers are motivated by unique experiences.
They are more about connecting with the destination and less
about connecting with each other. This segment is mostly male
(71%) and has the highest LGBTQ+ representation (10%).

These travelers love to engage with the
destinations they visit.
They are well educated and less likely to have children at home.
Not quite as diverse at YOLO, they have the highest representation
of Asian travelers (20%).

They are the highest earning segment even though
they are not the oldest.
Their party size and length of stay are similar to the high-spending
Outdoor Families, but they are the second-lowest spenders, a
dynamic that is driven by frugal spending on accommodations and
meals. The beach is a top activity for this group, but less so than the
other segments, and they are the most likely to engage in nightlife
and entertainment.

14%
Visited 2.5 areas
Participated in 4.9 activities
Above average in number of
activities and number of
areas of county visited
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YOLO
YOLOs are motivated by excitement, thrills and
living life to the fullest.
They are the youngest segment with an average age of 43. They
are highly educated and high earners, but they have the lowest
household income of the segments – a function of their age.

They have diverse interests and are willing to try a
wide variety of activities.
YOLOs are motivated by the beach, driving the scenic highway,
nature, historic sites/landmarks, and wineries. They are the most
likely to camp at the beach, visit an art gallery or museum, and watch
Visited 2.6 areas
a space launch. Perhaps less food-centric, they report the lowest
Participated in 5.5 activities
level of dining in independent restaurants and the highest use of
Above average in number of
chain restaurants.
activities and number of
areas of county visited
They are also the second highest overall spenders, despite a
relatively small party size. Their spending is concentrated on meals,
shopping and entertainment rather than lodging.

14%
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Potential Among Segments
The level of familiarity
across segments is not that
different.
The Explorers are more likely to say they
are very familiar. It’s also not surprising
that these potential visitors are fairly
familiar – they indicated that they were
considering visiting in the next 2 years.

Familiarity with SLO CAL

49%

47%

37%

32%

32%

43%

30%

Explorers

YOLO

Beach & Wine Outdoor Families
Very familiar

Outdoor families indicate
the strongest likelihood to
visit in the next 24 months.
YOLO and Explorers also express fairly
high levels of likelihood, but interest is
lower among the Beach & Wine
Couples.

47%

Somewhat familiar

Intent - Potential Visitors

39%
19%
4%

5%

Beach & Wine Outdoor Families

37%

33%

2%
Explorers

4%
YOLO

Already planning a trip

Very likely
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Diverse Traveler Groups
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Insights
People are multi-dimensional.
They are a culmination of experiences and characteristics that often share
more similarities than differences. Yet, meeting the needs and
expectations of diverse audiences requires an understanding of how
groups of people view the destination – and appreciating differences in
what makes the destination appealing, safe, and welcoming.
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Being Welcoming is More
Important than Being Diverse
The most important element is
being welcomed by staff and
locals and this was the way to
make them feel safe and welcome.
Ø One way to promote this is hospitality
training for front line staff throughout the
community – an initiative that is
underway.
Ø The participants also indicated that
signage welcoming everyone to the
community is important.
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Familiarity
Familiarity with SLO CAL

SLO CAL is still building familiarity.
Ø

Very familiar

The general population in target markets is
more aware of competing destinations, with
77% aware of SLO CAL, compared to a range of
41% to 57% among diverse traveler groups.

Familiarity is lower among diverse
traveler segments.
Ø This can be attributed to lower levels of past
visitation and lack of exposure to marketing
messages.

These audiences find SLO CAL
appealing as a place to visit.
Ø They report levels of potential travel that are
similar to or better than the general population.

Somewhat familiar

48%
32%
9%
Black

35%

45%

40%

18%

12%

14%

Hispanic

Asian

LGBTQ+

30%
12%

29%

People with General
Disabilities Population

Appeal of SLO CAL
Very appealing

49%

Somewhat appealing

44%

43%

54%

Black

Hispanic

Not at all appealing

58%

49%

51%

35%

47%

44%

Asian

LGBTQIA
LGBTQ+

People with
Disabled
Disabilities
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Image
Visit SLO CAL’s brand – Because in SLO
CAL Life’s too Beautiful to Rush – is
consistent with the way diverse travelers
view the destination.
Ø However, diverse audience segments are less
familiar with what the destination has to offer and
rate it lower than the general population of
travelers in the same markets, and among past
visitors.

Feeling welcomed is more important to
these travelers than being a diverse
place.
Ø Marketing communications can promote this
image by going beyond representation to show
engagement between locals and the traveler
groups evaluated here.

SLO CAL…

General General
Total
Population Population
Diverse
Traveler Visitor

Has amazing scenery

3.87

4.00

4.45

Is a place with big-time natural beauty

3.82

3.93

4.37

Is relaxing
Is a place that has its own unique vibe
Is fun
Is charming
Is a place with lots to see and do

3.78
3.77

3.86
3.80

4.38
4.32

3.75

3.78

4.27

3.73
3.70

3.81
3.77

4.29
4.23

Is a place to be refreshed

3.68

3.77

4.23

Is rich in history and heritage

3.66

3.73

4.14

Is authentic
A place with open spaces that feels
less crowded
Is a friendly, accepting place
Is a great family place
Is culturally diverse
Offers luxurious experiences
Is accepting and inclusive
Makes me feel welcome
Is easy to get around
Has entertainment and nightlife
Has big city amenities
Has a small-town feel

3.65

3.76

4.23

3.62

3.72

4.19

3.62
3.62
3.59
3.58
3.57
3.57
3.53

3.74
3.69
3.57
3.62
3.65
3.70
3.61

4.24
4.23
3.9
3.9
4.12
4.26
4.11

3.51

3.44

3.74

3.48
3.45

3.42
3.63

3.59
4.13

Provides a good value for the money

3.42

3.42

3.95
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Activities You Would Want to Include in Ideal CA Leisure Trip

Product
One of the key insights from
the research is that the ideal
trip is similar across the
traveler groups.
Ø Marketing messages can be created that
appeal to all of these segments. The
activities and images that drive interest in
visiting are directionally the same across
traveler groups.
Ø When envisioning an ideal leisure trip in
California, the beach is the most popular
activity for every group, but much less so
for Asian and Black travelers.
Ø All of the EDI groups report less interest
in driving the scenic highway, touring
wine country, or visiting a
winery/brewery/distillery compared to the
general population.

People with General
Disabilities Population

Black

Hispanic

Asian

LGTBQ+

Visit a beach
Drive a scenic
highway
Dine at
independent
restaurants
Visit a park or
nature area

69%

74%

59%

73%

71%

76%

36%

47%

45%

48%

52%

70%

50%

49%

61%

57%

57%

67%

37%

54%

56%

56%

52%

65%

Hike

19%

35%

35%

36%

21%

45%

46%

53%

54%

49%

53%

63%

33%

26%

27%

27%

33%

48%

34%

23%

20%

22%

28%

45%

62%

53%

45%

54%

55%

46%

52%

37%

27%

43%

41%

33%

33%

29%

26%

33%

31%

31%

37%

32%

33%

46%

38%22

30%

Visit a historic
site/historic
landmark
Visit a
winery/brewery/di
stillery
Tour wine country
Shopping
Live
music/Entertainme
nt/
Nightlife
Attend an event or
festival
Art
gallery/Museum

Local Culture
People travel to experience the culture of the
place they are visiting.
Ø They are interested in local cuisine, shopping, and
events rather than seeing their own culture in the
destination.
Ø Still, all travelers want to feel safe, welcomed, and
have a sense of belonging.

Diverse representation in marketing is important
to each of these groups but seeing “people who
look like me” is most important to Black
travelers.
Ø For others, seeing diversity is important, but not
necessarily seeing characteristics they share.
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LGBTQ+
Travelers
The most important attribute is to be fun.
Ø Among those who have visited SLO CAL, the destination
receives a positive rating for being fun. The key will be to
communicate this to others who are not familiar yet.

Other strong determinants of destination
image are that it is a welcoming place to
be refreshed and has amazing scenery.
Ø SLO CAL also rates highly among LGBTQ+ visitors for
these attributes.

There is less awareness of SLO CAL’s
luxurious experiences, entertainment
and nightlife.

Rating
Correlations
among
Image attributes
with overall
those who
rating
have visited
Is fun
63%
4.0
Is a place to be refreshed
62%
3.9
Makes me feel welcome
61%
3.9
Has amazing scenery
57%
4.0
Is accepting and inclusive
57%
3.7
Is charming
57%
4.0
Is a great family place
56%
3.7
Is a place with big-time natural beauty
56%
4.1
Is a place with lots to see and do
55%
3.8
Is relaxing
55%
4.1
Is a friendly, accepting place
55%
3.7
Is authentic
52%
3.8
Offers luxurious experiences
51%
3.5
Is rich in history and heritage
51%
3.8
Has entertainment and nightlife
49%
3.4
Is easy to get around
49%
3.7
Provides a good value for the money
49%
3.5
Is a place that has its own unique vibe,
different from both Southern California
and Northern California

46%

3.9

Is culturally diverse
Has big city amenities

46%
42%

3.6
3.4

Is a place with open spaces that feels
less crowded

40%

3.8

Has a small-town feel

32%
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3.6

Black
Travelers
Black visitors give the area
strongest ratings for being
fun, rich in history and
heritage, and having amazing
scenery.
Ø Opportunities for
communicating influential
messaging to Black
travelers centers on SLO
CAL’s authenticity and being
a friendly, accepting place.

Image attributes

Is fun
Is authentic
Is a friendly, accepting place
Is accepting and inclusive
Is rich in history and heritage
Makes me feel welcome
Is a place with big-time natural beauty
Is a place with lots to see and do
Is a place to be refreshed
Is a great family place
Has amazing scenery
Is charming
Is culturally diverse
Offers luxurious experiences
Provides a good value for the money
Is relaxing
Has big city amenities
Is easy to get around
A place that has its own unique vibe,
different from both Southern California and
Northern California
Has entertainment and nightlife
Is a place with open spaces that feels less
crowded
Has a small-town feel

Rating
among
Correlations
with overall those who
have
rating
visited
61%
3.9
59%
3.5
58%
3.6
57%
3.8
57%
4.0
56%
3.8
55%
3.8
55%
3.7
55%
3.5
55%
3.8
54%
4.1
53%
3.8
51%
3.6
51%
3.9
51%
3.5
50%
3.8
49%
3.6
49%
3.9
46%

3.8

46%

3.5

44%

3.5

33%

3.7

Hispanic
Travelers
SLO CAL is viewed by those
who have been there as a fun
place with a unique vibe.
Ø The destination could appeal
more to Hispanic travelers by
boosting perceptions that it is
a place to be refreshed, that is
accepting and inclusive.

Image attributes

Rating
Correlations among
with overall those who
have
rating
visited

Is a place to be refreshed
Is accepting and inclusive
Is fun
Is relaxing
Is charming
Is a great family place
Is a place that has its own unique vibe,
different from both Southern California
and Northern California

66%
60%
59%
59%
59%
59%

3.9
3.8
4.0
3.9
3.9
3.9

58%

4.0

Makes me feel welcome
Is a place with big-time natural beauty
Provides a good value for the money
Has amazing scenery
Is a friendly, accepting place
Is easy to get around
Is authentic
Is a place with lots to see and do
Is a place with open spaces that feels
less crowded

58%
57%
57%
57%
56%
56%
55%
53%

3.9
4.0
3.7
3.9
4.0
3.8
3.9
3.9

53%

3.8

Is rich in history and heritage
Is culturally diverse
Has entertainment and nightlife
Offers luxurious experiences
Has a small-town feel
Has big city amenities

51%
50%
49%
48%
46%
41%

4.1
3.9
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.9

Asian
Travelers
Among Asian travelers,
marketing should focus
communicating that SLO CAL is
fun, has lots to see and do,
makes visitors feel welcome, is
rich in history and heritage, is
accepting and inclusive, and
offers luxurious experiences.
Ø This traveler group is aware of the
area’s natural beauty, but these other
features could set SLO CAL apart from
other similar coastal destinations.

Image attributes
Is fun
Is a place with lots to see and do
Makes me feel welcome
Is rich in history and heritage
Is accepting and inclusive
Offers luxurious experiences
Has amazing scenery
Is a place to be refreshed
Is a place with big-time natural beauty
Is a great family place
Is charming
Provides a good value for the money
Is a friendly, accepting place
Is authentic
Is easy to get around
Is culturally diverse
Is a place that has its own unique vibe,
different from both Southern California
and Northern California
Is relaxing
Has big city amenities
Has entertainment and nightlife
Is a place with open spaces that feels
less crowded
Has a small-town feel

Rating
Correlations
among
with overall
those who
rating
have visited
64%
3.8
63%
3.8
62%
3.8
62%
3.7
59%
3.8
58%
3.6
58%
4.0
58%
3.9
58%
4.0
57%
3.9
57%
4.0
56%
3.7
56%
3.9
55%
3.9
54%
3.8
54%
3.7
53%

4.0

53%
53%
51%

4.1
3.4
3.4

48%

4.0

38%

3.9

Potential by Group
LGBTQ+ Travelers

Past and potential visitation is
highest in California.
Ø Overall, Hispanic and Asian
Travelers report the highest
potential visitation.

LGBTQIA

Black travelers
35%

32%

34%
25%
7%

7%

Recent visitor

These findings combined with
additional data (the size of these
audiences and other factors) can
help to inform strategies that
develop appealing product,
strengthen destination satisfaction,
and attract diverse audiences.

Black Travelers

Ever visited

Potential visitor

Recent visitor

Hispanic Travelers

Potential visitor

Asian Travelers

Hispanic travelers

Asian travelers
44%

11%

40%

37%

37%

Recent visitor

Ever visited

6%
Ever visited

Potential visitor

Recent visitor

Ever visited Potential visitor
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